
God’s Miraculous & Scientific Creation Account Part Three 

Day 1: God created all the spaces and land.  The land was unformed. God formed light and separated the light and 

dark which could be the beginning of atomic structure.  He defined the words ‘day and ‘night’. 
 

Day 2: God stretched out the spaces and separated the blobs of watery land to the size of the universe. He defined 

the word ‘spaces’ which initially meant the substance of space to also be the expanse of space. 
 

Day 3: God worked on the “under the spaces” region – Planet Earth.  He defined ‘land’ which was now fully 

formed as the dry ground and ‘seas’ as the gathering of the now fully formed waters.  The first two days were 

unlike anything humans had ever seen, and God used words we understood to describe conditions we had never 

seen. From this point on we can recognize the things created and made as they are part of our experience. 
 

Day 3 – Planet Earth – Under the spaces:  God said, “Let the waters under the spaces be collected into one place, and let 

dry ground appear.” And it was as designed. God defined ‘land’ as the dry ground and ‘seas’ as the gathered waters. God 

saw that it was good. God said, “Let the land sprout grass, plants with seeds, and trees with fruit and seeds. Each seed 

reproducing its own family on the land.” And it was as designed. 
 

How did God ‘seed’ the land?  He did not say.  Scientifically, we know the land was seeded by forming 

microscopic super-computer factories, cells, filled with an amazing programming language, DNA. These two 

separate pieces require design. This is impossible by evolution. 
 

The essential element of reproduction was introduced. This requires design.  Chemical Evolution to produce the 

first life is impossible.  To be alive, life must reproduce! 
 

Scientists recognize the problems of chemical evolution to produce life and realize it could be impossible.  Thus, 

they are seeking other explanations such as: Life was seeded on Earth by aliens. 
 

https://science.howstuffworks.com/life/evolution/did-alien-seeds-cause-explosion-life-earth.htm 

A group of scientists is suggesting that the rise of a host of unique animal life is tied to panspermia, a 

seeding of the Earth that enabled many bizarre and never-before-seen creatures to descend from organic 

alien material. NASA/JPL-CALTECH/UNIV. OF ARIZONA 
 

In the article “Cause of Cambrian Explosion — Terrestrial or Cosmic?” published in the August 2018 issue 

of the journal Progress in Biophysics and Molecular Biology, 33 scientists tie the rise of unique animals — 

tardigrades, octopuses, and the bevy of odd and unique animals that flourished at the time — to 

panspermia, suggesting that many of these relatively bizarre and never-before-seen creatures descend from 

organic alien material. 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/aliens-send-space-seed-to-earth_n_6608582 

Scientists in the U.K. have examined a tiny metal circular object, and are suggesting it might be a micro-

organism deliberately sent by extraterrestrials to create life on Earth. 
 

“One theory is it was sent to Earth by some unknown civilization in order to continue seeding the planet 

with life,” Wainwright hypothesizes. That theory comes from a Nobel Prize winner. 
 

Doesn’t the ‘Alien Solution’ just push the timeframe back and not actually make it any more possible. 
 

It increases the size and time.  There are hundreds of billions of stars in our galaxy and there are hundreds of 

billions of galaxies.  Each star likely has a few planets. 3 * 200,000,000,000 * 200,000,000,000 = 1.2 * 10
23

 
 

Our Sun is considered a third-generation star.  An alien from a first-generation sun could have evolve billions of 

years more than anything on Earth.  How advanced would they be?  If the multiverse is eternal, how old could 

some aliens be? 
 

The only power of an eternal multiverse is time.  The Eternal God is an eternal person who is omnipotent.   

He can think, plan, remember, design, test, etc. 
 

What are ‘kinds’?  Many Christians in the past believed that ‘kinds’ were ‘species’.  They believed that creation was 

‘special’.  They called it, Special Creation.  This does not fit the context of the Creation Account. 
 

God created ‘kinds’ not species. Created kinds are close to the taxonomic level of ‘Family’. 
 

How many taxonomic Families exist? 

https://biology.stackexchange.com/questions/14888/how-many-taxonomic-families-are-there 

. . . 7477 families in 2011, with an estimated total of . . . 7890 (today) . . . 
 

God said that everything has offspring of the same kind.  A lion crossed with a tiger produces a liger. The liger must 

be the same kind as its mother and father. Therefore, the lion and tiger are the same kind (feline family), but 

different species. 

Beef cattle crossed with buffalo produce beefalo. The Beefalo must be the same kind as its mother and father. 

Therefore, cattle and buffalo are the same kind (bovine family), but different species. 
 

God created ‘kinds’ (families) not species.  Each kind can become many species.  

God created everything good (designed to thrive in all environments), and commanded them to fill the Earth. 
 

It seems that ‘Kinds’ are programmed to adapt and become various species in different environments. 
 

Evolution:  ONE organism HAPPENED. Natural selection ADDS information SLOWLY to produce species. 

THIS IS IMPOSSIBLE. 
 

Creation:  God CREATED MANY kinds (8000?). Adaptation REFINES information QUICKLY to produce species. 

THIS FITS THE EVIDENCE. 

https://science.howstuffworks.com/life/evolution/did-alien-seeds-cause-explosion-life-earth.htm
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/aliens-send-space-seed-to-earth_n_6608582
https://biology.stackexchange.com/questions/14888/how-many-taxonomic-families-are-there


Day 4 – Sun, Moon, and Stars:  God said, “Let there be lights in the expanse of the spaces to separate the day and the night. 

Let them be for signs, seasons, days, and years.  Let them be lights in the expanse of the spaces to give light on the land,”  

And it was as designed.  God made two great lights – the greater light to rule the day and the lesser light to rule the night – 

and the stars.  God set them in the expanse of the spaces to give light on the land, to rule over the day and night, and to 

separate the light and dark. God saw that it was good.  There was evening, and there was morning, a fourth day.   

  

How hard is it to make a star? Stars are primarily composed of Hydrogen and Helium (gasses). Gasses push each 

other away and spread out. It is very hard to get gases sufficiently dense for gravity to hold them together. 
 

Day 5 – Birds and Water Animals: God said, “Let the waters abound with an abundance of life, and let birds fly above the 

land across the surfaces of the expanse of the spaces.” God created great sea creatures and every living thing stirring and 

swarming in the waters in their families, and every winged bird in its family. God saw that it was good.  God blessed them, 

saying, “Be fruitful and Increase. Fill the waters of the seas, and let birds increase on the land.”  There was evening, and 

there was morning, a fifth day.   
 

 This is the second time the word ‘create’ has been used in the Creation Account.  Animals’ bodies were made from 

the land (Genesis 2:19). However, animals were also created.  They have something in them that cannot be made 

from the land.  This is significant difference from evolution!  Everything physical is bound by the laws of physics – 

Cause and Effect.  NO CHOICE. 
 

Day 6 – Land Animals and Humans: God said, “Let the land bring forth life in their families:  domestic animals, creeping 

things, and beasts of the land in their families,” God made the beasts of the land in families, domestic animals in families,  

and ground creeping things in families. God saw that it was good, and it was as designed.  

God said, “Let us make man in our image and likeness.  Let them oversee the fish of the sea, the birds of the spaces, the 

domestic animals, all the land, and every creeping thing on the land.” Then God created man in his own image; in the 

image of God He created him; male and female He created them. 

God blessed them and said, “Be fruitful and increase, fill the land and cultivate it; oversee the fish of the sea, the birds of 

the spaces, and every living creature that moves on the land.”  God said, “See, I have given you every plant producing 

seeds that is on the surface of all the land and every tree whose fruit has seeds; you shall have them for food. To every 

animal of the land, every bird of the spaces, and everything that creeps on the land – everything with the breath of life,  

I have given every green plant for food,” and it was as designed. 

God observed everything that he had made – it was excellent. There was evening, and there was morning, the sixth day. 

Thus, the spaces, the land, and everything filling them were finished.   
  

Day 7 – Pause: God finished on the seventh day the work he did, and he rested on the seventh day from all the work he 

did. God blessed the seventh day and set it apart  because on it he rested from his work – all he had created for to make. 
 

Problems with Day Seven: 

1. Missing: There was evening and there was morning a seventh day. 

2. God rested on the seventh day: Was God tired?  weary?  out of breath? 

Isaiah 40:28-29 (NET) Do you not know? Have you not heard? The Lord is an eternal God, the Creator of the 

whole earth. He does not get tired or weary; there is no limit to his wisdom. He gives strength to those who 

are tired; to the ones who lack power, he gives renewed energy. 

3. When did God finish?  Day six or day seven? 
 

Rest and pause have similar meanings.  However, rest focuses on catching your breath or sleeping.  Pause focuses 

on a brief stop then continuing. 
 

What caused Jesus the most problems on earth?  John 5:16-17 (ESV) And this was why the Jews were persecuting 

Jesus, because he was doing these things on the Sabbath.  But Jesus answered them, “My Father is working until 

now, and I am working.” 
 

Was God completely done creating on day six?  The spaces, land, and everything filling them were done.  2 

Corinthians 5:17 (ESV) Therefore, if anyone is in Christ, he is a new creation. The old has passed away; behold, the 

new has come. 
 

Toledoth citing God as the author: This is the account of the spaces and the land when they were created in the day when 

Yahweh God made the land and the spaces. 

 

Did God use evolution to create? GOD SAYS, “NO!” 

 

 

 

 

 

  Creation Account Repeated Statements                  Evolution Fundamental Tenets 

 God tells His plan and does it 

God involved in every event 

Everything was good from the start 

Six days of creation – one of rest 

Always offspring of the same kind 

No designer, no plan 

Random events only 

Everything getting better and better 

Billions of years 

Eventually offspring of different kinds 

 


